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Is climbing Everest a pioneering challenge?







Where you innovated,  
now everyone else is following.



Mazeno ridge of Nanga Parbat

longest unclimbed ridge in the high Himalaya

Return to the heart of pioneering… 
going where no one else has gone before.





How to manage the risk: What do we know already?



What can we learn from others?



Alpine style  
refers to mountaineering in a  

self-sufficient manner, carrying all your  
food, shelter, equipment, etc. as you climb.  

  
In contrast siege style involves  

setting up a fixed series of  
stocked camps.

What constrains our options?



SandyRickCathy

Rangdu

Nuru Zarok

What will we do differently?





Testing our research and  
planning in the field. 



Assembling information from research,  
planning and testing phases.



Supplies vs speed - which matters more?



We want both, 
we can’t have it.  
We balance as 
best we can, 
recognising 
the limitations 
created by our 
choices.



10 Days



Failure is always a possibility.  We have two goals: 
1. Reach the summit 
2. Come home alive. 

We need planned exit strategies.



Day 04



Day 04



Heuristics in 
decision-making: 
Favouring the 
choice that lets us 
take action.



Night 04



Day 05



Day 05

Too much focus 
on getting one 
more piece of data.



Day 06

Day 06 on a 10 Day plan 

What do we do?



Heuristics in 
decision-making: 
Letting the choice 
be overshadowed 
by the last 
thing to go wrong.



Day 07Two days lost to bad decisions



Day 0911 exhausting hours  
to get through  
the Pinnacles.



Day 09

Day 09 on a 10 Day plan 

What do we do?



Heuristics in 
decision-making: 
The optimism bias, 
believing we are 
almost done. 



Night 10Not all mountain are climbed by going straight up!



Night 1118 hours of climbing wasted. What went wrong?



Siloing of expertise - strength vs strategy.



Other project choices 
have impeded 
communication.



We’ve failed to adjust the plan to 
reflect our changing reality



Day 12

Day 12, no food, 2 days to get down 

What do we do?





Day 12
The ultimate strength is about 
emotional commitment. 



14:00 Day 14The two climbers have to find  
the true summit.



18:00 Day 14



Day 14



Day 15



Night 16



Day 17Luck helps… 

but you have to 
be in the game 
to take advantage 
of good luck. 



Morning Day 18



Sandy and Rick win  
the Piolet d’Or.



Day 18

We succeeded… 
but we could have done better. 
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My next expedition: May 2019 
Mt Steele, Canada

We learn from our mistakes…. 
and move on to the next project
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